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Pennsylvania Environmental Council Honors ESS Energy Products, Inc.
The Energy Guardian® Kits Receive Governor’s Award for Environmental Excellence
The Pennsylvania Environmental Council will host award ceremonies for this year’s
recipients of the 2008 Governor’s Award for Environmental Excellence at a gala dinner on April
22, 2008 in Harrisburg.
The Energy Guardian® Kits were selected for this highly competitive award based on
the criteria of public service, environmental education and outreach, new technology and
pollution prevention.
“As an advocate for reducing energy consumption and addressing climate change, the
PEC is pleased to recognize the work of ESS in developing The Energy Guardian® Kits,”
comments Brian Hill, president of PEC. He continues, “The Energy Guardian® Kits stand out
because they reduce energy use in homes, save money and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.”
The attic entrance is commonly the most overlooked energy loss in homes today. This
hole in the attic thermal barrier costs the average homeowner $100’s annually in wasted heating
and cooling costs. It is also the source of uncomfortable drafts in the winter and a reason for
many to use space heaters.
“With our kits already in thousands of homes, residents from across the country report
significant savings on their utility bills while making their homes more comfortable,” states
Dennis Melesky, Vice President for ESS Energy Products, Inc. “We have been advised that the
2009 U.S. Building Code will require such a measure, because the energy savings are so
important.”
The Energy Guardian® Kits made by ESS Energy Products, Inc. of Paoli, PA uniquely
insulate and seal any type of attic entrance. ESS was previously awarded for Environmental
Efficiency by Kutztown University and is recognized by well known experts in the field of
residential energy conservation as a “national standard.” The Energy Guardian® Kits were
chosen to be part of the Affordable Comfort Institute’s National Green Demonstration Home as
part of a private sector response to national policy questions on energy this April.
About ESS Energy Products, Inc.: ESS was founded with a simple strategy. It delivers
common sense, easy to understand and cost effective products to save energy and improve the
comfort in homes across the country. For more information about ESS, visit www.essnrg.com.
About The Pennsylvania Environmental Council: PEC protects and restores the natural
and built environments through innovation, collaboration, education and advocacy. PEC brings
people, government and business together to find real world solutions for environmental
challenges.
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